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In July, press reports suggested that the India–SACU trade negotiations had ‘gathered momentum’ and could be completed by the end of 2012. Analysts at the South African
Institute for International Affairs, however, maintain the pending IndiaSACU trade agreements are unlikely to have ‘any significant impact on trade’, since the main issues facing
South African exporters relate to the ‘highly regulated’ nature of the Indian market, and the pending agreement is likely to leave these issues unaddressed. This was contrasted to
the more open and easily accessible South African market. This is causing concern, given the recent reversal of South Africa’s trade balance with India.
In May 2012, Tralac, the South Africabased Trade Law Centre, published analysis of India’s market opening request, revealing that some 8.8% of the 1,022 tariff lines on which
reductions are being sought relate to food and agricultural products, with average tariffs in these areas being among the highest, ranging from 10 to 24.7%.
New trade agreements need to be seen in the context of the evolution of South Africa’s increasingly complex matrix of food and agricultural exports. In May 2012, Agriculture
Minister Tina JoematPettersson informed the South African Parliament that agricultural exports were increasingly shifting away from Europe to Asia. She noted that while exports
to the EU of ‘both primary and processed food products …had dropped over the past decade’, those to Asian countries had increased. Exports to Asia grew from ‘about R10
billion in 1996 to R48 billion’ in 2011: ‘agrifood exports to China grew from 1 to 3%; to South Korea from 2 to 3%; to Hong Kong from 2 to 3%; and to the United Arab Emirates
from 1 to 3%.’
According to the minister, ‘South Africa’s “active political relations” with several Asian countries had fostered the growth in agrifood products to this region, together with the
“economic meltdown” in the EU’. She argued that ‘South Africa’s traditional trading partners in the EU and the United States will in future become less significant as new
opportunities are being explored elsewhere, notably in the Middle East, Russia and Asia.’ It was maintained that these alternative markets had ‘cushioned the impact of the
economic crisis in the EU’.
Industry sources, in recent years, show that South African citrus exports to Japan, China, Hong Kong and Russia have enjoyed set prices, with a majority of buyers paying ‘70 to
90% in advance on FOB conditions’. This has meant that exporters of better quality citrus fruit have been increasingly targeting these markets. However, press reports in July
2012 indicated that EU importers are now showing an increasing willingness to compete on price with Far Eastern and US buyers.
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South African market diversification efforts are by no means straightforward. Although citrus exports to the Middle East have grown, a late harvest in 2012 in Egypt and poor
colour quality of South African fruit have resulted in securing lower prices than expected, with some quotes for shipments being below cost price. Currency movements have,
however, eased this situation, with some market components (lemons) benefiting from reduced supplies from competitors (e.g. Turkey, as a result of the conflict in Syria). Similarly,
while a new SPS agreement with Thailand on citrus fruit should open up new export opportunities, a Thai import ban remains in place on South African deciduous fruit.
Meanwhile, renewed marketing efforts aimed at favourably positioning South African citrus fruit on US markets continue to prove successful, with exports increasing from 50
tonnes in 1990 to 41,000 tonnes in 2011, and export growth expected to continue into 2012 and beyond. Intensified market efforts, however, are also getting good results in
certain fruit market components in the EU (see Agritrade article ‘ South African fruit exports grow’, 4 June 2012).
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Editorial comment
While nontraditional export markets in Asia, Russia, the Middle East and the US are growing in importance for certain South African agrifood exporters, these markets
remain relatively small compared to the traditional EU market, with Europe taking between over 50% of the more than 1.5 million tonnes of citrus fruit exported each year.
In addition, some of these nontraditional markets are volatile, requiring constant attention to evolving trends in other exporting countries. However, in some markets, e.g.
the US, export volumes are now such as to warrant targeted marketing campaigns, with these creating new export opportunities.
South African exporters are favouring greater market diversification. However, given the scale of the economic downturn on traditional EU markets, targeted marketing
strategies can only be developed to consolidate and further expand exports once a certain volume of exports has been achieved. The importance of export volumes in
justifying investment in enhanced marketing to support sustainable export market diversification highlights the challenges faced by smaller ACP countries.
The diversity of the international market suggests a need to develop, wherever possible, sectorspecific regional marketing strategies for promoting exports to non
traditional markets. Indeed, it also suggests a need for greater regionwide collaboration on marketing products in traditional markets, if returns are to be maintained
during periods of economic recession.
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